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Abstrat. We formally de�ne the primitive of publi-key enryption with non-interative opening(PKENO), where the reeiver of a iphertext C an, onviningly and without interation, reveal whatthe result was of derypting C, without ompromising the sheme's seurity. This has numerous ap-pliations in ryptographi protool design, e.g., when the reeiver wants to demonstrate that someinformation he was sent privately was not orretly formed. We give a de�nition based on the UCframework as well as an equivalent game-based de�nition. The PKENO onept was informally intro-dued by Damgård and Thorbek who suggested that it ould be implemented based on Identity-BasedEnryption. In this paper, we give diret and optimized implementations, that work without having tokeep state information, unlike what one obtains from diretly using IBE.
1 Introdution
Motivation. Consider the following extremely ommon senario from ryptographi protool de-sign: Player A sends a seret message to player B who�perhaps at some later time�heks what hereeives against some publi information. For instane, it may be that the message is supposed to beinformation for opening a ommitment that A established earlier. If the hek is OK, B will be ableto proeed, but otherwise some �exeption handling� must be done. The standard solution to this isto have B broadast a omplaint, and A must then broadast what he laims to have sent privately,allowing all players to hek the information. This is seure, sine the on�it an only our ifat least one of A,B is orrupt, so the adversary already knows what is broadast. But it has theimportant drawbak that interation is required, in partiular A must be present to help resolve theon�it. In many ases, one annot rely on this assumption. For instane, suppose A is one of manylients who want to provide some input to a set of servers, who will then do a seure omputationon the inputs. It is highly desirable that this an be done without interation, in partiular that theservers an deide e�iently among themselves whih lients provided well-formed input.Publi-key enryption with non-interative opening. An alternative solution was sug-gested by Damgård and Thorbek in [12℄, namely publi-key enryption with non-interative opening(PKENO). This is based on the observation that in pratie, the private ommuniation from A to Bwould typially be implemented using publi key enryption, i.e., A sends a iphertext C enryptedunder B's publi key pkB. PKENO now means that if B hooses to reveal the result m of deryptingC (typially, if he is unhappy about m), he an do so, onviningly and without interation3. Thatis, he an broadast m;� where � is a proof that an be heked against pkB and C and demon-strates that indeed derypting C using the seret key mathing pkB results in m. Of ourse, this? Supported by the researh program Sentinels (http://www.sentinels.nl). Sentinels is being �naned by Teh-nology Foundation STW, the Netherlands Organization for Sienti� Researh (NWO), and the Duth Ministryof Eonomi A�airs.3 Note that m may not be a meaningful message, it may be a speial rejet symbol if C was rejeted as invalid bythe deryption algorithm.



must be done suh that other iphertexts remain seure, and this exludes the trivial solution ofrevealing B's seret key. Clearly, if PKENO an be implemented e�iently, we have a nie generaltool for removing interation from ryptographi protools.Diffiulty of PKENO. Note that having the reeiver open a iphertext is less trivial than havingthe sender do so: the sender ould always be asked to simply reveal the plaintext and the randomoins used to onstrut the iphertext. This does not work when the reeiver does the opening: onehas to onsider the fat that the sender might be orrupt and hene C is adversarially onstruted.It may not even be a valid iphertext, in whih ase �the oins used to onstrut C� is not a wellde�ned onept.Ineffiient Construtions. A few straightforward solutions for implementing PKENO do existwhih, however, have various drawbaks: In priniple, one an implement PKENO if a ommonreferene string an be reliably set up. Then the reeiver B an ommit to his seret key initially and� would be a non-interative zero-knowledge proof that the seret key ommitted to mathes pkB andprodues m when used to derypt C. Unfortunately, with the known tehniques for non-interativezero-knowledge, this solution is very ine�ient and essentially useless in pratie. E�ient solutionsare easy to �nd in the random orale model, sine one an take known e�ient and interativezero-knowledge proofs and make them non-interative using the Fiat-Shamir heuristi. However, itis unlear what seurity guarantees in the random orale model mean for the real world, so in thispaper, we will onentrate on e�ient solutions that do not use random orales.Known Construtions and their Limitations. In [12℄, the PKENO notion was informallyintrodued, and it was suggested that it ould be implemented based on identity-based enryption(IBE). The idea here is that pkB would be the publi master key of an IBE system, and the seretkey skB would be the seret master key. To enrypt m, one hooses an identity id (see belowfor details on how id is hosen), and enrypts m to this identity. Thus, the iphertext C is thepair C = (id ; IBEen(id ;m)). The reeiver B uses skB to generate the IBE user seret key usk [id ℄orresponding to id and an then derypt. To open C, B simply reveals the deryption result m andusk [id ℄, this allows anyone to do the deryption and hek that the result is m. Note that e�ientIBE shemes exist (under spei� assumptions) that do not require random orales [21, 14℄.It follows diretly from the properties of IBE that revealing usk [id ℄ does not ompromise seurityof iphertexts direted to other identities, not even if id is adversarially hosen. This solution istherefore seure if we an guarantee that identities annot be reused � but only then. This wouldbe the ase if it is used in a protool that assigns unique labels to all iphertexts to be sent. Thenthese labels an be used as identities. But note that these labels must be di�erent in di�erentinstanes of the same protool. Alternatively, all players ould keep state information allowing totest if a label has been used before. This puts some rather heavy demands on the implementationand hene, using IBE in this straightforward way is not satisfatory in general.An alternative onstrution of PKENO an be obtained by using publi-key enryption withwitness-reovering deryption (PKEWR) [20℄. Here the reeiver (i. e., the holder of the seret key)an e�iently reonstrut the �randomness� that was used for enryption. This randomness thenserves as the proof. Veri�ation performs (deterministi) re-enrypting using the randomness and themessages. The proof is valid if the result equals the iphertext. There exists onstrution of PKEWRfrom the Deisional Di�e-Hellman assumption and from an assumption related to latties. However,both onstrutions are relatively ine�ient sine the iphertext size is linear in the message length.2



Our Contributions. In this paper, we make two ontributions: �rst, we give a formal de�ni-tion of PKENO, in fat we give two equivalent de�nitions, one based on the UC framework, and agame-based de�nition. This allows to show that an implementation is seure using the game-basedde�nition (whih is usually easier than with UC), while at same time being guaranteed the ompo-sition properties that follows from the UC theorem. We assume � for simpliity � a trusted keyset-up, i.e., all key pairs are orretly generated. We emphasize, however, that this assumption isnot inherent to the PKENO onept. The de�nitions an be modi�ed to do without it and someimplementations do not need it.Seond, we show some onrete implementations of PKENO. One of our tehniques gives a simpleand general solution to the problem with unique identities in the IBE implementation, allowing astateless solution. To this end we use a tehnique by Naor and Yung [18℄ that was also used morereently by Canetti, Halevi, and Katz [9℄ in a transformation of any hosen-plaintext seure IBEsheme into a hosen-iphertext seure PKE sheme. We adopt the latter transformation to onstrutPKENO from IBE. The idea is to use, for eah PKENO enryption, a fresh random veri�ationkey of a one-time signature sheme as the �identity� id for IBE enryption. In order to tie the IBEiphertext to this veri�ation key it is signed using the orresponding signing key. This ensures theuniqueness of the identity and hene allows a stateless solution of PKENO.Another tehnique gives a more diret implementation that is not based on IBE and hene is moree�ient. We use a modi�ation of the pairing-based hosen-iphertext seure PKE sheme whihwas proposed by Boyen, Mei, Waters [5℄ and Kiltz [16℄. We show that it is possible to update theirsheme with a non-interative opening funtionality without ompromising its seurity. Seurity ofthis sheme an be redued to the Bilinear Deisional Di�e-Hellman (BDDH) assumption.
2 Preliminaries2.1 Notational onventionsIf x is a string, then jxj denotes its length, while if S is a set then jSj denotes its size. If k 2 Nthen 1k denotes the string of k ones. If S is a set then s  R S denotes the operation of pikingan element s of S uniformly at random. Unless otherwise indiated, algorithms are randomized andpolynomial time. An adversary is an algorithm or a tuple of algorithms. A funtion f : N ! R isnegligible i� there exists  < 0 suh that jf(k)j < k for all su�iently large k. We write f � g iff � g is negligible.
2.2 The UC modelCanetti's Universal Composability (UC) framework [6, 7℄ for multi-party omputation allows toformulate seurity and omposition of multi-party protools in a very general way. The idea of the UCmodel is to ompare a protool to an idealization of the respetive protool task. Seurity means thatthe protool �looks like� the idealization even in fae of arbitrary attaks and in arbitrary protoolenvironments. This notion of seurity is very strit [8, 2, 13℄, but implies useful ompositionalproperties [6℄. In fat, in a ertain sense, this notion is even neessary for seure omposition ofprotools [17℄.The real model. We shortly outline the framework for multi-party protools de�ned in [6, 7℄.First of all, parties (denoted by P1 through Pn) are modeled as interative Turing mahines (ITMs)(f. [7℄) and are supposed to run some �xed protool (i.e., program) �. There also is an adversary,3



denoted A and modeled as an ITM as well, that arries out attaks on protool �. Therefore,A may orrupt parties (in whih ase it learns the party's state and ontrols its future ations),and interept or injet messages sent between parties. If A orrupts parties only before the atualprotool run of � takes plae, A is alled non-adaptive, otherwise A is said to be adaptive. Inthis work, we only onsider non-adaptive orruptions. The respetive loal inputs for all parties ofprotool � are supplied by an environment mahine (modeled as an ITM and denoted Z), whihmay also read all protool outputs loally made by the parties and ommuniate with the adversary.The ideal model. The model we have just desribed is alled the real model of omputation. Inontrast to this, the ideal model of omputation is de�ned just like the real model, with the followingexeptions: all party ITMs are replaed with one single ideal funtionality F . The ideal funtionalitymay not be orrupted by the adversary, yet may send messages to and reeive messages from it.Finally, the adversary in the ideal model is alled �simulator� and denoted S. The only means ofattak the simulator has in the ideal model are orruptions (in whih ase S may supply inputs toand read outputs from F in the name of the orrupted party), delaying or suppressing outputs of F ,and all ations that are expliitly spei�ed in F . However, S has no aess to the inputs F gets andto the outputs F generates, nor are there any protool messages to interept. Intuitively, the idealmodel of omputation (or, more preisely, the ideal funtionality F itself) should represent what oneideally expets the protool to do. In fat, for a number of standard tasks, there are formulationsas suh ideal funtionalities (see, e.g., [6℄).Seurity definition. To deide whether or not a given protool � ful�lls the requirements ofour ideal spei�ation F , the framework of [6℄ uses a simulatability-based approah: at a time ofits hoie, Z may halt and generate output. The random variable desribing the �rst bit of Z'soutput will be denoted by real�;A;Z(k; z) when Z is run with seurity parameter k 2 N and initialinput z 2 f0; 1g� in the real model of omputation, and idealF ;S;Z(k; z) when Z is run in the idealmodel. Now � is said to seurely realize F i� for any real adversary A, there exists a simulator Ssuh that for any environment Z and any (possibly non-uniform) family of initial inputs z = (zk)k,we have Pr [real�;A;Z(k; zk) = 1℄ � Pr [idealF ;S;Z(k; zk) = 1℄ : (1)This slightly di�ers from the original formulations in [6, 7℄, but is equivalent and eases our presen-tation. Intuitively, Equation 1 means that any attak against the protool an be simulated in theideal model. Hene, any weakness of the real protool is already ontained in the ideal spei�ation(that does not ontain an �atual� weakness by de�nition). Interestingly, the �worst� real attakpossible is the one arried out by the dummy adversary ~A that simply follows Z's instrutions.That means that for seurity, it atually su�es to demand existene of a simulator that simulatesattaks arried out by ~A.Composition of protools. To formalize the omposition of protools, there also exists a model�in between� the real and ideal model of omputation. Namely, the hybrid model of omputationis idential to the real model, exept that parties have aess to (multiple instanes of) an idealfuntionality that aids in running the protool. This is written as 'F for the atual protool ' andthe ideal funtionality F . Instanes of F are distinguished via session identi�ers (short: session ids,or sids). Note that syntatially, instanes of F an be implemented by a protool � geared towardsrealizing F . And indeed, the universal omposition theorem [6, 7℄ guarantees that if one protoolinstane of � is seure, then many protool instanes are, even when used in arbitrary protools '.More onretely, if � seurely realizes F , then '� seurely realizes 'F for any protool '. Here, 'F4



denotes that ' uses (up to polynomially many) instanes of F as a subprimitive, and '� denotesthat ' uses instanes of � instead.Conditional seurity and omposability. Universal omposability is a very strit notion. Sosometimes (e.g., in the ase of bit ommitments), it is not possible to ahieve full UC seurity. Hene,several weakenings of the notion have been proposed. One method that will be useful in our ase isto onsider only protool environments that onform to ertain rules (see [19, 1℄). Conretely, seurerealization with respet to a ertain lass Z of environments means that in Equation 1, we quantifyonly over environments in Z. This relaxed seurity notion still gives preisely those ompositionalguarantees one would expet: seure omposition with larger protools that an be seen as restritedenvironments from Z (see [19, 1℄ for details).
3 Publi-key enryption with non-interative opening3.1 A UC-based de�nitionFigure 1 depits our ideal funtionality for publi-key enryption with non-interative openings.FPKENO is an extension of the FPKE funtionality [6, 10, 15℄ that aptures IND-CCA seure publi-key enryption. The most notable di�erene to FPKE are the additional Prove and Verify queries,whih allow the reeiver to open a iphertext and every party to verify openings. Also, we droppedpubli keys, sine we assume a trusted PKI (i.e., keypair setup) for a realization.Disussion of FPKENO. First, note that the session id sid already determines the distinguishedreeiving party Prev . Any party may ask for enryptions, but only Prev may ask for deryptions. Asfor the enryption of a message m, the adversary may determine a unique tag C via the algorithmEn. However, note that C depends only on the length jmj of m, but not on m itself (exept ifthe reeiver is orrupted, in whih ase we obviously annot guarantee serey). This re�ets thatideally, enryptions reveal only the length of the message. Deryption takes are that orretness isensured, i.e., iphertexts are mapped bak to the enrypted messages. (For this, FPKENO stores alist of iphertexts and assoiated messages.)Opening and verifying openings is a bit trikier. For any iphertext, the reeiver Prev anobtain a proof � that should ideally prove what message was enrypted. Formally, � is determinedby the adversary (in form of a pre-stored algorithm Prove) to ensure that during the simulation, atleast the shape of � mathes the one of a possible real implementation. However, FPKENO ensuresthat veri�ation (via Verify queries) satis�es some natural and ruial requirements. Namely, anhonestly (i.e., via FPKENO) generated enryption C of m annot be proven to ontain a di�erentmessage m0 6= m. Also, honestly (i.e., via FPKENO) generated proofs are always aepted. In allases left open by this (and in partiular, if a wrong publi key is used with Verify), the adversaryis free to determine the veri�ation outome in order to simulate a real implementation.Note that from the funtionality's perspetive, iphertexts and proofs are merely tags and donot arry any semantis. The adversary is free to determine these tags, but the funtionality takesare that deryptions and proofs are handled as ideally expeted. (E.g., the iphertext tags do notdepend on the messages, or honestly generated proofs verify orretly.)Why key management is outsoured. Also note that there are no publi or seret keys inthe funtionality. This is unlike, e.g., in the FPKE modelings from [6, 10, 15℄, whih do ontain apubli key. This simpli�ation is possible, sine we will onsider keys to be already set up, whih5



orresponds to running a publi-key enryption sheme protool in the FPKI-hybrid model (seebelow).The reason why we opted to outsoure key management into FPKI is the following: if the reeivingparty Prev was allowed to take are of key generation on its own, then a orrupted Prev ouldgenerate keys in a dishonest way. (E.g., if the publi key ontains a ommon referene string for anon-interative zero-knowledge proof, then Prev ould generate this CRS along with a trapdoor thatallows Prev to heat in the proofs. That would not have been possible with an honest generationof keys.) While our onrete sheme from Setion 6 is seure even if a dishonest Prev hooses itskeys arbitrarily, our game-based formulation (De�nition 1) guarantees nothing in that setting. Ofourse, an adaptation of both De�nition 1 and FPKENO is possible, suh that a dishonest hoie ofkeys is re�eted; we hose not to do so beause be believe that an honest generation of keys is morerealisti.
Funtionality FPKENOFPKENO proeeds as follows, running with parties P1; : : : ; Pn and an adversary S. All session-ids sid used in thefollowing are expeted to be of the form sid = (rev ; sid 0), suh that sid uniquely determines a reeiving party Prev .1. Upon the �rst ativation (no matter with whih input), �rst:(a) Hand (KeyGen; sid) to the adversary.(b) Reeive desriptions of the plaintext domainM, randomized algorithms Enrypt, Prove, and deterministialgorithms Derypt, Verify from the adversary.Then proeed to handle the atual query as desribed below.2. Upon reeiving (Enrypt; sid ;m) from some party Pj :(a) If m =2 M then output an error message to Pj .(b) If Prev is not orrupted, set C  R Enrypt(length; jmj). If Prev is orrupted, C  R Enrypt(message;m).() Hand C to Pj and store the tuple (Enrypt; C;m). If there already is a stored tuple (Enrypt; C;m0) for somedi�erent message m 6= m0, then halt.3. Upon reeiving (Derypt; sid ; C) from Prev (and Prev only):(a) If there is a tuple (Enrypt; C;m0) (for some m0) stored then set m := m0. Otherwise, set m Derypt(C).(b) Hand m to Prev .4. Upon reeiving a value (Prove; sid ; C) from Prev (and Prev only):(a) If there is a tuple (Enrypt; C;m0) (for some m0) stored then set m := m0. Otherwise, set m Derypt(C).(b) Set �  R Prove(C;m) and hand � to Prev . Also, store the tuple (Prove; C;m; �); if the tag � alreadyappears in a previously stored Prove tuple then halt.5. Upon reeiving a value (Verify; sid ; C;m; �) from some party Pj , determine res as follows:(a) If there is a stored tuple (Prove; C;m; �), then set res := aept.(b) Else, if there is a tuple (Enrypt; C;m0) for some m0 6= m, then set res := rejet.() In all other ases, set res  Verify(C;m; �).Finally, hand res to Pj .Fig. 1. Funtionality FPKENO for publi-key enryption with non-interative openings.

Interpreting a publi-key enryption sheme as a protool. If we assume that thepubli/seret keys have been set up already, then, syntatially, any publi-key enryption shemePKENO = (Gen;En;De;Prove;Ver) with non-interative opening an be interpreted as a protoolaimed at realizing FPKENO. Namely, every party exeutes Enpk (m) upon (Enrypt; sid ;m) inputs,and similarly exeutes Verpk (C;m; �) upon (Verify; sid ; C;m; �) inputs. In addition, the reeivingparty Prev (whih is uniquely determined by the session id sid = (rev ; sid 0)) honors Derypt and6



Prove inputs by using the De and Prove algorithms with Prev 's private sk . Note that although Z isfree to hoose sid , a mahine an never be invoked with two di�erent sids (even aross invoations),so there are not going to be two di�erent seret keys that would need to be managed by one reeivingparty.It remains to onretize how we imagine a trusted key setup. We do so by onsidering a helperfuntionality FPKI, as depited in Figure 2. Note that FPKE is parametrized over a key-generationalgorithm Gen. That means if we onsider a sheme PKENO as a protool, we atually mean theprotool desribed above, run in the FGenPKI-hybrid model for the key-generation algorithm Gen ofPKENO.
Funtionality FGenPKIFGenPKI proeeds as follows, running with parties P1; : : : ; Pn and an adversary S. All session-ids sid used in thefollowing are expeted to be of the form sid = (rev ; sid 0), suh that sid uniquely determines a reeiving party Prev .Furthermore, FPKI is parametrized over a key-generation algorithm Gen.1. Upon the �rst ativation (no matter with whih input), �rst run (pk ; sk) R Gen(1k) to generate a publi keypk along with a seret key sk .2. Upon any input from some party Pj or the adversary, send pk to Pj . In addition, if j = rev , send also sk to Pj .Fig. 2. Funtionality FPKI that aptures a trusted key setup.

3.2 A Game-based de�nitionA publi-key enryption sheme with non-interative opening is a tuple PKENO = (Gen;En;De;Prove;Ver) of algorithms suh that:� The key generation algorithm Gen takes as input a seurity parameter 1k and outputs a publikey pk and a seret key sk . We write (pk ; sk)  R Gen(1k). The publi key pk spei�es themessage spaeMpk  MSp(pk) by a mapping MSp.� The enryption algorithm En takes as input a publi key pk and a message m 2 Mpk andoutputs a iphertext C. We write C  R Enpk (m).� The deterministi deryption algorithm De takes as input a iphertext C and a seret key sk .It returns a message m 2Mpk or the distinguished symbol ? 62 Mpk . We write m Desk (C).� The proving algorithm Prove takes as input a iphertext C and a seret key sk . It returns aproof �. We write �  R Provesk (C).� The deterministi veri�ation algorithm Ver takes as input a tuple (C;m; �; pk), onsistingof a iphertext C, a plaintext m, a proof �, and a publi key pk . It returns a result res 2faept; rejetg. We write res  Verpk (C;m; �).We require that with probability overwhelming in the seurity parameter k, an honestly generatedkeypair (pk ; sk) R Gen(1k) satis�es the following:� Corretness. For all messages m 2Mpk , we have Pr [Desk (Enpk (m)) = m℄ = 1.� Completeness. For all iphertexts C and all possible �  Provesk (C), we have that for m  Desk (C), algorithm Verpk (C;m; �) aepts.44 Note that m may be ?. 7



De�nition 1 (PKENO seurity). A sheme PKENO is PKENO-seure if it is IND-CCPA seureand satis�es omputational proof soundness. We de�ne those two below:IND-CCPA seurity. For an adversary A, onsider the following game:1. Gen(1k) outputs (pk ; sk). Adversary A is given 1k and pk .2. The adversary may make polynomially many queries to a deryption orale Desk (�) and a prooforale Provesk (�).3. At some point, A outputs two equal-length messages m0;m1. A bit b is randomly hosen and theadversary is given the hallenge iphertext C�  Enpk (mb).4. A may ontinue to query its deryption and its proof orale, exept that it may not query eitherwith C�.5. Finally, A outputs a guess b0.Denote A's advantage in guessing b0 byAdvind-paPKENO;A(k) := ��Pr �b = b0�� 1=2�� :Sheme PKENO is alled indistinguishable against hosen-iphertext and prove attaks (IND-CCPAseure) if for every adversary A, Advind-paPKENO;A(�) is negligible.Proof soundness. For an adversary A, onsider the following game:1. Gen(1k) outputs (pk ; sk). Adversary A is given 1k and (pk ; sk).2. The adversary hooses a message m 2 f0; 1g� and gives it to an enryption orale whih returnsC  R Enpk (m).3. The adversary returns (m0; �0).Denote A's probability to forge a proof byAdvsndPKENO;A(k) := Pr �aept Verpk (C;m0; �0) ^m0 6= m� :Sheme PKENO is said to satisfy omputational proof soundness if for every adversary A, AdvsndPKENO;A(�)is negligible.
4 EquivaleneWe will show that PKENO seurity is equivalent to universal omposability in the sense of real-izing FPKENO. The idea is simple: the guarantees that FPKENO gives are preisely the propertiesthat De�nition 1 requires. However, there is one ath: our simulation breaks down one proofs areasked in a situation in whih both sender and reeiver are honest. Tehnially, this stems from aommitment problem the simulation runs into: if sender and reeiver are honest, FPKENO demandsas serey guarantee that a iphertext C in the system does not depend on the assoiated messagem. However, if later on a proof is requested that C really derypts to m, we would need to break�ironially� exatly proof soundness for a good simulation. There seems no easy way to hangeFPKENO itself to prevent this: if FPKENO behaves di�erently depending on whether, e.g., the re-eiver is orrupted or not, the sender an dedue whether the reeiver is indeed orrupted or not.This however would lead to an unahievable funtionality (sine the reeiver might be passivelyorrupted). 8



Optimisti environments. To establish equivalene of the de�nitions, we hene restrit to UC-environments that do not ask for proofs if both sender and reeiver are unorrupted. We all suhenvironments optimisti. It is natural to assume that any larger protool ontext that uses a PKENOsheme is optimisti: proofs are only requested upon on�its, whih should not happen if bothparties are honest.Theorem 1. Say that PKENO is a publi-key enryption sheme with non-interative opening.Then PKENO is PKENO-seure (in the sense of De�nition 1) if and only if PKENO (interpretedas a protool as desribed in Setion 3.1) seurely realizes FPKENO in the FGenPKI-hybrid model, withrespet to non-adaptive adversaries and optimisti environments.A formal proof will be given in Appendix A. Here, we give some intuition.To show that universal omposability implies PKENO seurity, attaks on PKENO's IND-CCPAand proof soundness properties must be translated into attaks on PKENO's indistinguishabilityfrom FPKENO. Suppose A suessfully attaks PKENO's IND-CCPA property. We build an envi-ronment Z that internally simulates A and the whole IND-CCPA experiment. In this, Z obtainsderyptions and proofs via its own protool interfae (i.e., via PKENO, resp. FPKENO), and thehallenge message mb is enrypted with an Enrypt query. In the real model, this yields a trueenryption of mb, and in the ideal model results in something independent of b by de�nition ofFPKENO. Hene the output distribution of the internally simulated A is orrelated with b in thereal model, and independent of b in the ideal model, whih allows to distinguish. The translation ofattaks on PKENO's proof soundness property works similarly.To show that PKENO seurity implies universal omposability, we desribe a simulator S that,in the ideal setting with FPKENO, simulates attaks performed with the dummy adversary ~A onPKENO. Essentially, S only provide algorithms for FPKENO's Enrypt, Derypt, Prove, and Verifyanswers. (Of ourse, FPKENO enfores several rules with its answers, like proof soundness guarantees,but apart from that, S's algorithms determine these answers.) Algorithms for deryption, proofs,and veri�ations are hosen just as in the real model. (Note that S is free to make up a FGenPKIinstane on its own, so S knows and in fat hooses the seret keys.) The enryption algorithm forthe ase the sender is unorrupted is simply yields enryptions of 1jmj (i.e., all-one enryptions ofthe right length), whereas enryptions in ase the sender is orrupted an be performed faithfullyas in the real model (in this ase, the enryption may depend on the full message, sine so serey isguaranteed then). The proof that this simulation is sound proeeds by transforming real into idealmodel, while showing that this transformation preserves Z's view:1. Substituting m-enryptions with 1jmj-enryptions an be justi�ed with PKENO's IND-CCPAproperty.2. FPKENO's list-based deryption of known iphertexts is simply an enfored orretness, whihan be justi�ed with PKENO's orretness.3. FPKENO's veri�ation rules an be justi�ed with PKENO's proof soundness.This skethes why the simulation that S provides is orret, and hene the theorem is proven.Ahieving full UC seurity. It is natural to ask whether FPKENO an be realized unondition-ally, i.e., without restriting Z. (This orresponds to omposability in arbitrary protool ontexts.)As skethed above, to put up a suessful simulation here, it must be possible to produe speialiphertexts (sent between an honest sender and an honest veri�er) that an be opened to an arbi-trary, a-priori unknown message. Intuitively, this seems to break proof soundness; however, this is9



possible in priniple, sine in the ideal model, the simulator has ontrol over the generation of theused keypair (pk ; sk). (Note that PKENO seurity only gives guarantees if this keypair is honestlygenerated.)More onretely, onsider the (ine�ient) non-interative zero-knowledge based sheme from theintrodution. By, e.g., produing a CRS in pk with knowledge of a trapdoor, S is able to give fakeproofs that some iphertext really enrypts a message m. We stress that this an not be used tobreak the intuitive guarantees that FPKENO provides: FPKENO still heks that the veri�ation ofthis proof sueeds only for the �right� message that is assoiated with a iphertext.
5 Implementation of PKENO using IBE5.1 Identity-based enryptionWe �rst de�ne syntax and required seurity properties of an identity-based enryption (IBE) sheme.Syntax. An IBE sheme is a tuple IBE = (IBEgen;KeyGen; IBEen; IBEde) of algorithms alongwith a familyM = (Mk)k of message spaes suh that:� The key generation algorithm IBEgen takes as input a seurity parameter 1k and outputs apubli key pk and a seret key sk . We write (pk ; sk) R IBEgen(1k).� The enryption algorithm IBEen takes as input a publi key pk , an identity id 2 f0; 1g� and amessage m 2Mk and outputs a iphertext . We write  R IBEenpk (id ;m).� The deterministi deryption algorithm IBEde takes as input a iphertext , an identity id 2f0; 1g� and a user seret key usk [id ℄. It returns a message m 2Mk or the distinguished symbol? 62 Mk. We write m IBEdeusk [id ℄().� The deterministi user seret key algorithm KeyGen takes as input an identity id 2 f0; 1g� anda seret key sk . It returns a user seret key usk [id ℄. We write usk [id ℄ KeyGensk (id).5Consisteny. We require that for every honestly generated keypair (pk ; sk)  R IBEgen(1k), forall identities id 2 f0; 1g� and messages m 2 Mk we have IBEdeKeyGen(sk ;id)(IBEenpk (id ;m)) = mwith probability one.Here we also require a non-standard soundness property that it is e�iently veri�able if a givenuser seret key usk [id ℄ was properly generated for identity id .6 We write faept; rejetg  IBEverpk (id ; usk [id ℄). We require for all honestly generated keypair (pk ; sk) R IBEgen(1k) satis�esthe following: For all identities id 2 f0; 1g� and strings s 2 f0; 1g� we have IBEverpk (id ; s) = aepti� s = usk [id ℄, where usk [id ℄ KeyGensk (id).Seurity. We only require a relatively weak seurity property, namely indistinguishability againstseletive-ID hosen-plaintext attaks (IND-sID-CPA) [3℄. Formally, for an adversary A, onsider thefollowing game:1. Adversary A is given 1k and outputs a target identity id�2. IBEgen(1k) outputs (pk ; sk). Adversary A is given 1k and pk .5 We an always assume the user seret key algorithm KeyGen to be deterministi. If it is not, the owner of theseret key ensures using the same randomness for eah identity either by maintaining a state or by deriving therandomness using a PRF applied to the identity.6 It is not su�ient to hek whether, e.g., some random enryptions derypt orretly. A given alleged user seretkey might misbehave on preisely one iphertext. 10



3. The adversary may make polynomially many queries to a user seret-key orale KeyGensk (�),exept that it may not query for id�4. At some point, A outputs two equal-length messages m0;m1. A bit b is randomly hosen andthe adversary is given the hallenge iphertext C�  R IBEenpk (id�;mb).5. A may ontinue to query its user seret-key orale, exept that it may not query for id�.6. Finally, A outputs a guess b0.Denote A's advantage in guessing b0 byAdvsid-paIBE;A (k) := ��Pr �b = b0�� 1=2�� :Sheme IBE is alled IND-sID-CPA seure if Advsid-paIBE;A (�) is negligible for every PPT adversary A.We remark that there exist e�ient IND-sID-CPA seure IBE shemes without random orale [3℄.
5.2 From IBE to PKENOWe use an adaptation of the IBE-to-PKE transformation by Canetti, Halevi and Katz [9℄. LetIBE = (IBEgen;KeyGen; IBEen; IBEde) be an IBE sheme and OTS = (SGen;SSign;SVer) be aone-time signature sheme whih we require to be strongly unforgeable against one-time attaks.(Syntax and seurity properties of OTS are realled in Appendix B.1.) We onstrut a PKENOsheme PKENO = (Gen;En;De;Prove;Ver) as follows.Gen(1k). The key generation algorithm runs the IBE key generation algorithm (pk ; sk) R IBEgen(1k)and returns the key-pair (pk ; sk).Enpk (m). The enryption algorithm �rst generates a key-pair of the one-time signature shemeby running (vk ; sigk)  R SGen(1k). Next, it IBE enrypts m with �identity� vk to obtain  R IBEenpk (vk ;m). Finally, it signs the IBE iphertext �  SSignsigk(). and returns thePKENO iphertext C = (vk ; ; �).Desk (C). The deryption algorithm parses C as the tuple (vk ; ; �). Next, it veri�es if � is a orretsignature on  by running SVervk (). If not, it returns ?. Otherwise, it omputes usk [vk ℄  KeyGensk (vk) and IBE derypts  by running m  IBEdeusk [vk ℄(). Finally, it returns m 2Mk [ f?g.Provesk (C). The prove algorithm parses C as the tuple (vk ; ; �). Next, it veri�es if � is a orretsignature on  by running SVervk (). If not, it returns ?. Otherwise, it omputes usk [vk ℄  KeyGensk (vk) and returns �  usk [vk ℄ as the proof.Verpk (C;m; �). The veri�ation algorithm parses C as the tuple (vk ; ; �). Next it veri�es if � is aorret signature on  with respet to veri�ation key vk by running SVervk (). If not, it returnsrejet. Otherwise, it heks if � is a properly generated user seret-key for �identity� vk byrunning IBEverpk (vk ; �). If not, it returns rejet. Otherwise, it IBE derypts  by runningm̂  IBEde�(vk ; ), where m̂ 2 Mk [ f?g. If m̂ 6= m, it returns rejet. Otherwise it returnsaept.It is easy to hek that the above sheme satis�es orretness and ompleteness.Theorem 2. Assume IBE is IND-sID-CPA seure and OTS is SUF-OT seure. Then PKENO on-struted above is PKENO seure. 11



First note that IBE soundness diretly implies perfet proof soundness of PKENO. This is sine theproof algorithm makes sure that the proof � = usk [vk ℄ is a properly generated user seret key for thethe �identity� vk from the iphertext by running the veri�ation algorithm. Hene by onsistenyof the IBE sheme the derypted message m̂ will always equal the real message m of the iphertextand hene veri�ation aepts.Let us now give some intuition why PKENO is IND-CCPA seure. A formal proof will be givenin Appendix C. Let (�; vk�; ��) be the hallenge iphertext in the IND-CCPA seurity experiment.It is lear that, without any orale queries, the value of the bit b remains hidden to the adversary.This is so beause � is output by IBEen whih is IND-sID-CPA seure, vk� is independent of themessage, and �� is the result of applying the one-time signing algorithm to �.We laim that deryption and proof orale queries annot further help the adversary in guessingthe value of b. First note that a proof for some iphertext enables the adversary to derypt thesame iphertext without making the deryption query. It remains to onsider an arbitrary proofquery (; vk ; �) 6= (�; vk�; ��) made by the adversary during the experiment. If vk = vk� then(; �) 6= (�; ��) and the proof orale will answer ? sine the adversary is unable to forge a newvalid signature � with respet to vk�. If vk 6= vk� then the proof query will not help the adversarysine the the proof � = usk [vk ℄ is an IBE user seret key for the �identity� vk distint from vk�.
6 Diret Implementation of PKENO in Bilinear Group6.1 Bilinear Groups and assumptionsOur shemes will be parametrized by a pairing parameter generator. This is an algorithm G thaton input 1k returns the desription of an multipliative yli group G of prime order p, where2k < p < 2k+1, the desription of a multipliative yli group GT of the same order, and a non-degenerate bilinear pairing ê : G�G! GT . We use G� to denote G n f1g, i.e. the set of all groupelements exept the neutral element. The pairing has to be satisfy the following two onditions.Non-degenerate: for all g 2 G�, ê(g; g) 6= 1 2 GT .Bilinear: for all g 2 G�, x; y 2 Zp, ê(gx; gy) = ê(g; g)xy.We usePG = (G;GT ; p; ê; g; gT ) as shorthand for the desription of bilinear groups, where g is a gen-erator of G and gT = ê(g; g) 2 GT . The Bilinear Deisional Di�e-Hellman (BDDH) assumption [4℄states that the two distributions (gx; gy; gz; ê(g; g)xyz) and (gx; gy; gz; ê(g; g)r), for x; y; z; r  R Zpare indistinguishable for any adversary. More formally we de�ne the advantage funtion AdvbddhG;A (k)of an adversary A asjPr[A(PG; gx; gy; gz; ê(g; g)xyz) = 1℄� Pr[A(PG; gx; gy; gz; ê(g; g)r) = 1℄jwherePG R G(1k) and x; y; z; r  R Zp. We say that the Bilinear Deision Di�e-Hellman (BDDH)assumption holds relative to G if for every adversary A, AdvbddhG;A (�) is negligible.
6.2 The PKENO shemeOur sheme uses the �diret hosen iphertext tehnique� whih results in an adaptation of the IND-CCA seure PKE sheme from [5, 16℄. Let TCR : G! Zp be a hash funtion that we assume to betarget ollision resistant [11℄. Let PG R G(k) be a pairing group that is ontained in the system12



parameters. Let (E;D) be a symmetri enryption sheme that we assume to be hosen-iphertextseure.7 We assume that uses elements of the target group GT as seret keys. We onstrut aPKENO sheme PKENO = (Gen;En;De;Prove;Ver) as follows.Gen(1k). The key generation algorithm piks random exponents x1; x2; y 2 Zp. The seret key issk = (x1; x2; y) 2 Z3p and the publi key is pk = (X1;X2; Y ) 2 G2 �GT , whereX1 = gx1 2 G; X2 = gx2 2 G; Y = ê(g; g)y 2 GT :Enpk (m). The enryption algorithm �rst piks a random r 2 Zp. The iphertext is the tuple(1; 2; 3), where1 = gr; t = TCR(1); 2 = (Xt1X2)r; K  Y r; 3  EK(m)Desk (C). The deryption algorithm parses C as the tuple (1; 2; 3). Next, it omputes t = TCR(1)and heks if x1t+x21 ?= 2. If not, it returns ? meaning the iphertext is inonsistent. Otherwise,it omputes K  ê(1; gy)and returns m DK(3) 2M[ f?g.Provesk (C). The prove algorithm parses C as the tuple (1; 2; 3). Next, it omputes t = TCR(1)and heks if x1t+x21 = 2. If not, it returns ?. Otherwise, it piks s R Zp. The proof onsistsof � = (d1; d2) 2 G2, where d1 = gs; d2 = gy � (Xt1X2)s : (2)Verpk (C;m; �). The veri�ation algorithm parses C as the tuple (1; 2; 3) and � as the tuple(d1; d2). Next, it omputes t = TCR(1) and heks ifê(2; g) ?= ê(1;Xt1X2) and ê(g; d2) ?= Y � ê(Xt1X2; d1) : (3)If one of the heks fails, it returns rejet. Otherwise, it omputesK̂  ê(1; d2)=ê(2; d1);and m̂ DK̂(3) 2Mk [ f?g. It returns aept if m̂ = m and rejet, otherwise.It is easy to hek that the above sheme satis�es orretness and ompleteness.
6.3 SeurityTheorem 3. Assume the BDDH assumption holds relative to G, TCR is a target ollision-resistanthash funtion, and (E;D) is a hosen-iphertext seure symmetri enryption sheme. Then PKENOonstruted above is PKENO seure.7 A symmetri enryption sheme is hosen-iphertext seure if the enryptions of two adversarially-hosen messagesunder a random hidden key K remain indistinguishable even relative to a deryption orale. We refer to [11℄ for aformal de�nition. 13



The proof of IND-CCPA seurity is similar to the one from [5, 16℄ and omitted here.We verify proof soundness. Fix a key-pair and let C = (1 = gr; 2 = (Xt1X2)r; 3 = EK(m))be a proper enryption of a message m, where K = Y r is the symmetri key used for enryptingm. Now onsider the veri�ation algorithm run with C, a message m0 6= m and an arbitrary proof�0 = (d01; d02). The right hek of (3) implies that �0 = (d01; d02) is a properly generated proof of theform (2), for some s 2 Zp and for t = TCR(1). Hene, for the symmetri key K̂ we haveK̂ = ê(1; d02)=ê(2; d01) = ê(gr; gy � (Xt1X2)s)=ê((Xt1X2)r); gs) = Y r = KBy onsisteny of the symmetri sheme the reovered message m̂ = DK(3) equals m 6= m0, heneveri�ation always outputs rejet.
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A Proof of Theorem 1�(� For the easier �if� diretion, say that PKENO is not PKENO-seure. That means that thereis either a suessful IND-CCPA adversary attaking PKENO, or an adversary that suessfullyattaks PKENO's proof soundness (or both).Case 1: If PKENO is not IND-CCPA. Suppose Advind-paPKENO;A(k) is non-negligible for some adver-sary A. Then the following environment Z suessfully distinguishes PKENO from FPKENO. In anutshell, Z, running in the real model with the dummy adversary ~A, runs the IND-CCPA experi-ment with an internal simulation of A. More onretely, Z proeeds as follows:1. Ask8 the UC adversary A for Prev 's publi key pk . In the real model, A an obtain pk throughFPKI, and in the ideal model, the simulator an freely make up some pk .2. Run A with input pk , relaying De and Prove orale queries to Prev in form of Derypt andProve queries.3. When A outputs two messages m0;m1, hoose b 2 f0; 1g uniformly and ask Prev for an enryp-tion C� of mb under pk . Hand C� as hallenge iphertext to A.4. Continue to relay A's De and Prove orale queries to Prev , exept for queries C = C�.5. When A outputs a guess b0 for b, halt with output b� b0.By onstrution, Z faithfully simulates the IND-CCPA experiment for A in the real model, so���Pr hreal�; ~A;Z(k; z) = 1i� 1=2��� = Advind-paPKENO;A(k):However, in the ideal model, regardless of the simulator S, the enryption C� is by de�nitionof FPKENO independent of b: The hallenge iphertext C� is generated by FPKENO as C� =Enrypt(`) for ` = jm0j = jm1j, and no deryptions of C� are allowed after C� is set up. HenePr [idealFPKENO;S;Z(k; z) = 1℄ = 1=2, and so���Pr hreal�; ~A;Z(k; z) = 1i� Pr [idealFPKENO;S;Z(k; z) = 1℄��� = Advind-paPKENO;A(k)is non-negligible by assumption on A.8 The session id sid an be hosen arbitrarily, e.g., suh that Prev = P1.15



Case 2: If PKENO does not have sound proofs. Suppose AdvsndPKENO;A(k) is non-negligible forsome adversary A. Again, we onstrut an environment Z that suessfully distinguishes PKENOfrom FPKENO. Similarly to the IND-CCPA ase, Z simulates the proof soundness game for A.Conretely, Z proeeds as follows:1. Ask the (dummy) adversary to orrupt Prev and look up Prev 's keypair (pk ; sk).2. Internally run A with input (pk ; sk).3. When A wants to enrypt a message m, ask Pj (for some j 6= rev to enrypt this message underpk . Hand the obtained iphertext C bak to A.4. When A �nally outputs a message m0 6= m along with a proof �0, ask Pj to verify this proofwith a (Verify; sid ; pk ; C;m0; �0) query. Output 1 i� Pj aepts the proof.In the real model with dummy adversary ~A, this perfetly mimis the proof soundness experimentof De�nition 1. Hene Pr hreal�; ~A;Z(k; z) = 1i is non-negligible by assumption on A. In the idealmodel, however, Pr [idealF ;S;Z(k; z) = 1℄ = 0 sine FPKENO ensures that C annot be proven asan enryption of m0, when C was previously generated as an enryption of m 6= m0.�)� For the �only if� diretion, assume that PKENO is PKENO-seure in the sense of De�nition 1.To show that PKENO seurely realizes FPKENO, it su�es to give a simulator S suh that for thedummy adversary ~A and every environment Z,Pr hreal�; ~A;Z(k; z) = 1i � Pr [idealF ;S;Z(k; z) = 1℄ : (4)So onsider the simulator S that ats as follows. Upon a KeyGen request from FPKENO, it generatesa keypair via (pk ; sk) R Gen(1k), spei�es the plaintext spaeMpk  MSp(pk), and sendsMpkalong with algorithms Enrypt, Derypt, Prove, Verify de�ned as follows bak to FPKENO.� Enrypt(length; `) outputs Enpk (1`).� Enrypt(message;m) outputs Enpk (m).� Derypt(C) outputs Desk (C).� Prove(C) outputs Provesk (C).� Verify(C;m; �) outputs Verpk (C;m; �).Requests by Z to orrupt a party and deliver the party's internal state must be answered onlyinitially, sine we onsider non-adaptive adversaries only. Hene, S an answer with a fresh partystate. Also, sine PKENO, interpreted as a protool, sends no messages, requests by Z to reportmessages an be answered trivially as well. Requests by Z to let a orrupted party ommuniate withFPKI are answered by an internal simulation of FPKI (whih uses S's own (pk ; sk) keypair). Thatmeans that the only hane for Z to observe a di�erene between the ideal setting with FPKENOand S, and the real setting with PKENO and ~A lies in the answers to input queries (i.e., answersto Enrypt, Derypt, Prove, and Verify queries).Fix an arbitrary environment Z. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Z asks ~A toinitially orrupt Prev either always or never.If Prev is orrupted.We go through the input queries that Z an make one by one, to see whena di�erent behavior in real and ideal model an happen:1. Enrypt queries. Sine Prev is orrupted, Enrypt queries are answered by FPKENO usingEnrypt(message;m) invoations, whih produe authenti real enryptions of m. Hene real andideal model Enrypt queries are answered identially unless Enrypt produes a iphertext that16



has been generated before for another message (in whih ase FPKENO halts by onstrution toavoid ambiguities). Fortunately, sine we required perfet orretness from FPKENO, this annothappen.2. Derypt queries. Note that FPKENO uses Derypt to derypt iphertexts (whih gives the samebehavior as in the real model), exept if the iphertext to be derypted has been generatedbefore by FPKENO. In that latter ase, perfet orretness of FPKENO guarantees that real andideal model do not di�er here.3. Prove queries. By onstrution, Prove queries are answered by FPKENO and S exatly as in thereal model.4. Verify queries. Here real and ideal answers do not di�er, unless one of the following happens:� For a proof � generated by FPKENO and the orresponding message m, we have rejet Verpk (C;m; �) (whih di�ers from FPKENO's output aept).� For a iphertext C generated by FPKENO and the orresponding messagem, we have aept Verpk (C;m; �) (whih di�ers from FPKENO's output rejet).Now � an never happen by FPKENO's ompleteness, and the probability for � to happenis negligible, whih an shown by a straightforward redution to FPKENO's proof soundnessproperty.To summarize, Z's view in real and ideal model di�ers only negligibly if Prev is orrupted. We willshow that Z's view in real and ideal model di�ers only negligibly, whih shows the overall laim.If Prev is not orrupted. We will suessively hange the real model with PKENO and ~A intothe ideal model with FPKENO and S, making in eah step hanges that only ause a negligibledi�erene in Z's view. We start with the real model.Substituting enryptions. Our �rst hange a�ets the answers to Enrypt queries, whih wehange from enryptions of m to enryptions of 1jmj (just like FPKENO, resp. Enrypt would produethem). Deryptions of iphertexts that are generated from Enrypt queries are hardwired to yieldthe original message m (instead of 1jmj). The laim that this hanges Z's view only negligibly anbe redued to PKENO's IND-CCPA property with a standard hybrid argument.9Handling enryption ollisions. The seond hange onerns again Enrypt. We let all partieshalt when an Enrypt query for a message m results in a iphertext C, where C already has beenreturned as an Enrypt enryption for a message m0 6= m. Note that this refers to an event in whihFPKENO would have halted. Unfortunately, we annot rely on PKENO's orretness here to show thatthis results in a negligible hange: unlike in the ase Prev is orrupted, we are dealing with ollisionsof iphertexts that really may be En enryptions of the same message 1` (if ` = jmj = jm0j).However, we an show that two iphertexts C;C 0 of the same message 1` are equal only withnegligible probability with a redution to PKENO's IND-CCPA property. (The idea is as follows:if Z manages to provoke a ollision of iphertexts as above, then this ollision an be used todistinguish enryptions of 1` from enryptions of, say, 0`.)The remaining queries. Note that these hanges modify not only Enrypt, but also Deryptqueries to be answered exatly like ideal FPKENO queries. By onstrution, Prove queries are alreadyanswered just as with FPKENO (and S). It remains to take are of Verify queries. With ompletelyanalogous reasoning as above (where Prev is assumed orrupted), we an hange the treatment ofVerify queries to the ideal FPKENO way without ausing a non-negligible hange in Z's view.9 We stress that it is ruial here that we required Z to never ask for proofs if both sender and reeiver are honest.Hene the redued IND-CCPA adversary never asks for a proof for a hallenge message.17



Summarizing, we have hanged the real setting into the ideal setting without hanging Z's viewnon-negligibly.
B Standard de�nitionsB.1 One-Time SignaturesA signature sheme is a tuple OTS = (SGen;SSign;SVer) of PPT algorithms suh that:� The randomized key generation algorithm SGen takes as input a seurity parameter 1k andoutputs a veri�ation key vk and a signing key sigk . We write (sigk ; vk) R SGen(1k).� The randomized signing algorithm SSign takes as input a signing key sigk and a message m 2f0; 1g� and outputs a signature �. We write �  R SSignsigk (m).� The deterministi veri�ation algorithm SVer takes as input a veri�ation key vk and a signature�. It returns aept or rejet. We write faept; rejetg  SVervk (�).For an adversary F, onsider the following game:1. SGen(1k) outputs (sigk ; vk). Adversary F is given 1k and vk .2. The adversary may make one query m to a signing orale SSignsigk (�) whih results in thesignature �.3. Finally, F outputs a message m� and a signature ��.Denote F's advantage byAdvsuf-otOTS;F(k) := Pr[SVervk(m�; ��) = aept ^ (m;�) 6= (m�; ��)℄:OTS is alled strongly unforgeable against one-time attaks (SUF-OT seure) if for all adversariesF Advsuf-otOTS;F(�) is negligible.C Proof of Theorem 2Let A be an IND-CCPA adversary against PKENO. We show how to onstrut an IND-sID-CPAadversary B against IBE and an SUF-OT adversary F against OTS (both with about the same timeomplexity as A) suh thatAdvind-paPKENO;A(k) � Advsid-paIBE;B (k) + Advsuf-otOTS;F(k):We start by desribing B that interats with the IND-sID-CPA seurity game against IBE as follows.1. On input 1k, B piks (sigk�; vk�) R SGen(1k) and returns vk� as the hallenge identity.2. Adversary B inputs pk and runs A on pk .3. As already pointed out it is su�ient for B to answer A's proof queries. Let C = (vk ; C; �) besuh a proof query made by A. First, B heks if the signature � is orret and rejets if not.Next, if vk = vk� then B terminates and reports failure. Next, B queries its KeyGensk (�) oralefor the user seret key usk [vk ℄ of �identity vk � and returns the proof � = usk [vk ℄ to A.4. B inputs the two messages (m0;m1) from A and submits them to its own experiment ob-taining a hallenge iphertext � for identity vk�. It returns C = (vk�; �; ��) to A, where��  SSignsigk(�). 18



5. B ontinues answering A's proof queries, as above.6. Finally A returns a bit b0 whih B outputs to its own IBE experiment.We denote Fail the event that B reports failure in the above simulation. Let WinA and WinBbe the events that A and B win their seurity experiment in the above simulation. Note thatB perfetly simulates A's view in the IND-CCPA experiment unless Fail happens and we havePr[WinB ^ :Fail℄ = Pr[WinA ^ :Fail℄. HenejPr [WinA℄� Pr [WinB℄j � Pr [Fail℄ ;and we get Advind-paPKENO;A = jPr[WinA℄� 1=2j� jPr[WinB℄� 1=2j+ Pr [Fail℄= Advsid-paIBE;B + Pr [Fail℄ :We now give an adversary F suh that Advsuf-otOTS;F � Pr[Fail℄: (5)Adversary F arries out the above simulation with the following two hanges. First, it generates(pk ; sk)  R IBEgen(1k) itself hene being able to simulate the surrounding IBE IND-sID-CPAseurity experiment. Seond, instead of generating (vk�; sigk�) itself, it only inputs vk� from theSUF-OT experiment against OTS. Adversary F only has to make one all to the signing oraleto obtain the signature �� on � with respet to vk�. Consider the ase that Fail happens and let(vk = vk�; C; �) be the orresponding proof query. Sine (C; �) 6= (C�; ��), � is a valid strongforgery on C with respet to vk�. This implies (5) and ompletes the proof.
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